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Mrs. Nancy Jo Kitchen, Secretary-Treasurer
Southeastern Chapter, A.A.L.L.
Florida State University
College of Law Library
Tallahassee, Florida 32306

Dear Nancy:

Enclosed is the portion of the minutes which I took prior to departing our meeting. Please add the remaining part which you took and preserve them for our next meeting and future records.

As soon as our outstanding checks clear the bank and I can determine our exact balance, I will send you a check for the amount and close out our bank account here. I am sure that you will want to open our bank account there.

I decided to bill the people who had not paid their dues a second time and let them mail their checks to you. You have probably already received some checks.

I sent you one box of records today and will ship our current records very soon.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

William C. Younger
Vice President-President Elect
Southeastern Chapter, A.A.L.L.